MOBILE SHOP STALLS IN CONTAINERS
ACCOMMODATION, EVENT, EXHIBITION, NEWS, SALES

For Copenhagen Zoo, DC-Supply has delivered four mobile shop stalls in custom containers. With
easily connected electricity and water, the stalls offer many different possible applications.

In the Copenhagen Zoo, you can meet more than 4,000 animals from around the world. A day in the
park offers a plethora of experiences and impressions. During the day, you need refreshments and
sustenance. Therefore, DC-Supply built and delivered four mobile stall units, built to the customers
specs, in 2018.
The mobile stalls are built according to custom measurements. The stalls have windows and doors
and are wood-clad on the outside. Indoors, they contain amenities such as a wash basin, and with
easily connected electricity and water, the stalls offer many different possible applications.
The Copenhagen Zoo can easily move the stalls from location to location, depending on the need,
and can thereby adjust this part of the park inventory to the situation at hand. The stalls can be used
as ice cream kiosks, souvenir stalls and many other things. Here, too, the Copenhagen Zoo has the
opportunity to adapt the stalls for specific needs.
At DC-Supply, we have extensive experience with the design, furnishing, and production of mobile
container stalls. If you wish to learn more about different solutions we offer in the categories of sale,
event and pop-up stores, you are welcome to visit our website or contact our experienced staff for
information, advice or guidance.
Give us a call or send an email if you have any questions, or would like advice. We are ready to help.
Any questions?
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